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כל הזכויות שמורות August 7, 2020

https://en.tipsbank4u.com/

General 

Trend - UP, 

DOWN or  - 

CHANGE

Momentum Money Flow   
Outflow = "-",  

Inward flow = "+" 

sign

Long Term 

Holdings, HOLD = 

Cash

Short Term 

Holdings,       
HOLD = Cash

UP RISING ++++
HOLD LONG

Main Sectors Finance XLF Utilities XLU Cyclical consumption 

XLP
Non-cyclical 

consumption XLY

Technology XLK

Sector Direction LONG SHORT LONG LONG LONG

Industrial XLI Energy XLE Materials XLB Health Care XLV Real Estate XLRE

Sector Direction LONG SHORT LONG LONG LONG

Volatility - The Fear 

Index

VIX CONTANGO VIXO

VIX and its derivatives
22.65 12.06% 98.25

The data refer to the end of the last 

trading day

-1.48%
The higher the 

CONTANGO, the more 

likely it is that the Short 

VIX funds (like SVXY) 

will rise

The higher the VIXO the 

more likely it is that the 

Short VIX funds (like SVXY) 

will rise

TOTAL MARKET PUT/CALL RATIO 0.61 Higher than 1 = 

Hedge - expected 

market prices to 

decline

SVXY BOX

Symbols position in SVXY BOX:

Lower Green Zone - An area where there is an expectation of increases in the ETF displayed but still the risk level is relatively high


Upper Green Zone - An area where there is an expectation for rising price of the ETF with  lower risk 

Gray area - An area where the ETF behavior is inconsistent and can change as depending on additional variables

Important - the timing of entry into position significantly affects profit potential,  so scheduling is critical. More details on the site

Influential Events This Week - on a daily basis

Publication of financial statements, unemployment data, FED meetings etc.

https://en.tipsbank4u.com/market

Important clarification: The data presented is updated on the daily level and shows the status of the last trading 

day. The final and definitive confirmation of the trends and changes is the snapshot of the end of week session - 

presented at the latest on Monday of the beginning of the trading week. 

The Market - All 

data relate to the US 

market and the main index - 

 S&P500

Trading Cycle

You  started as best you can - want to step up? - www.tipsbank4u.com
The information contained in this report does not constitute investment advice and does not constitute a substitute for professional advice that takes into account the user's needs, financial 

condition and capabilities. Sharing it on or recommending others to take any action is the sole and exclusive responsibility of the user's sole discretion and risk. The user is responsible and 

assumes all risk and financial costs arising from the use of the report materials.
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Probability for rising price in SVXY ETF= short VIX  

 
 

High confidence and high probability for rising 

Most important: Trading in volatility assets - 
VIX and its derivatives - is very volatile and has 
a high risk of heavy losses. The information 
presented here is based on the technical data 
for the last trading day. What was not 
necessarily what will be. The presented data  
should not be considered as any 
recommendation for the purchase and sale of 
any securities or to take any action in the 
capital market 

Important: The data refers to the SVXY ETF- by definition it 
performs an inverse (short) ratio of 0.5 X on the VIX index 
Trading in volatility assets - VIX and its derivatives - is very 
volatile and high risk of heavy losses. The information 
presented here is based on the technical data for the last 
trading day.. What was not necessarily what will be. The 
presented data  should not be considered as any 
recommendation for the buy and sale of any securities or 
to take any action in the capital market 
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VIX futures curve -  Rising slop- volatility 

decreases. Decreasing alop- volatility is rising. 
Important - For the Short term - we look at 
the slope of the segment between VIX1 and 
VIX2 
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VIX 

New! see Threats and opportunities assessment in page 2 

SHORT VIX 
SIGNAL ! 

https://en.tipsbank4u.com/
https://en.tipsbank4u.com/calendar
https://en.tipsbank4u.com/market
https://en.tipsbank4u.com/
http://www.tipsbank4u.com/
https://en.tipsbank4u.com/
https://en.tipsbank4u.com/calendar
https://en.tipsbank4u.com/
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Opportunities  VS Threats
Comments:

Item Explanation

VIX NEW SHORT VIX Signal, 

Collapsing below 23.5 !!!

CORONA Growing hopes for 

vaccine, still growing 

infection rate 

Money Flow 4 out of 4 monitored are 

positive. 

Momentum Changed to Rising

Trading Cycle Change to Long on the 

Short term

Sectors Improving - 8 sectors are 

in LONG trend,  2 in 

SHORT with improving 

trend

Oil Decrease in inventories

Geopolitical situation Escalation in the tension 

from the government side 

against the Chinese.

Recession Ecomomy struggle to 

reopen with infection 

growing

FED Policy Continues monetary 

flooding without 

boundaries

Corporate Profits Expectations for tough 

season - so far above 

anlysits expectations

Interest rate environment As long as zero or 

negative interest rate 

environment - no other 

attractive alternatives so 

stock market will continue 

to be the preferred 

alternative

Elections

The government will do 

everything possible to 

maintain a positive 

market until the election - 

even at an irresponsible 

level. The pressure will 

increase towards 

November

Weighted average - 

Sentiment

Weighting of all 

parameters

Note - Scoring for the 

various sections is done by 

the author according to the 

relevant parameters. This 

should not be considered 

as any recommendation

The information contained in this report does not constitute investment advice and does not constitute a substitute for professional advice that takes into account the user's needs, financial 

condition and capabilities. Sharing it on or recommending others to take any action is the sole and exclusive responsibility of the user's sole discretion and risk. The user is responsible and 

assumes all risk and financial costs arising from the use of the report materials.
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